	
  

HOW TO
GIVE A
VODKA
PARTY
A Selection of Menus, Cocktail
Books, and Other Culinary
Material Designed to Make the
Next Four Years More Bearable
“I’d rather have a
bottle in front of me
than a frontal
lobotomy.”

- Dorothy Parker

All items listed are subject to prior sale. If you spot something of interest, we ask that
you please email jen@bookshopllc.com or call 626.967.1888 to secure it. As always, if
you are not satisfied with your purchase, all items are returnable within 10 days of
delivery. Institutions and previously known customers can expect the usual terms. We
accept all manner of payment. California residents will pay 9% sales tax or, if items are
purchased at a book fair, pay sales tax appropriate to that locale.

	
  

	
  
[Armenian] TREASURED ARMENIAN RECIPES. New York: Published by The Detroit
Women’s Chapter of the Armenian General Benevolent Union, Inc., 1949. First edition. “No
other tie will bind our children closer to their past than an acquaintance with these recipes
and their daily enjoyment. Thus herisah, shishkebab and the pungent zest of the grapeleaf
will not perish from the earth.” Includes recipes for those dishes, as well as a wide variety of
traditional Armenian fare, all organized into sections: appetizers, madzoon, soups, fish, fowl,
meats, meats cooked with vegetables, eggplants, vegetables, pilafs, macaroni and noodles,
paste, bread - katah - cheoreg - coffee cake, desserts, and miscellaneous. The sale of this
book raised funds for the Armenian General Benevolent Union, which worked “to ameliorate
the suffering of refugees of World War II” and “served as a cultural tie for the scattered
Armenian colonies in Europe, America, Asia and Africa.” 126 p., indexed. Original papercovered boards, with a red plastic comb binding. Mild musty odor, with minor offsetting
from a recipe laid in opposite p.28; otherwise very good. $50

[Breweriana] PABST BLUE RIBBON:
Announces their New Label. Milwaukee,
Wisconsin: Pabst Brewing Co., n.d. (circa
1950). Scarce promotional can and bottle
set announcing Pabst new label. Founded
in 1860, the brewery went through several
name changes, logos, and labels before
1950 when the blue ribbon logo and Pabst
Blue Ribbon name earned a permanent
spot on the label. Early in its history, a silk
blue ribbon was tied around each Pabst bottle as a nod to its many awards. Patrons would
ask for the beer with the blue ribbon and the name stuck. The set, housed in a pictorial two
part box (3 ½” x 4”), is comprised of an aluminum Pabst can coin bank (3 ½” tall) and a
miniature glass bottle of the same height. A bit of mild wear to the box; else a very good
example of beer advertising history. $100

ARMOUR’S ROLLED WHITE OATS. Chicago: Armour Grain Company, n.d. (circa 1920). A
16-page brochure die cut in the shape of an Armour’s Oats can. “The worth-while recipes
contained in this booklet are the choicest selections from the kitchens of over eleven
hundred housewives to whom awards were made in the recent ARMOUR’S OATS Prize
Contest. You will find herein recipes for Breakfast, Luncheon or Dinner. Try at least one of
these recipes each day, and in a surprisingly short time you will have perfected a variety of
dishes for every meal of the day and for every day of the week. Remember, ARMOUR’S
OATS Can Be Cooked in Ten to Fifteen Minutes.” The recipes range from porridge and
mush to meat dishes, confections, and food for the sick. Small bit of wear; else very good.
$25
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Lummis, Charles F., et al. THE LANDMARKS CLUB COOK
BOOK: A California Collection of the Choicest Recipes from
Everywhere, Including a Chapter of the Most Famous Old
Californian and Mexican Dishes. Photographically illustrated.
Los Angeles: The Out West Company, 1903. First edition.
Octavo, vi, 251 pages. Original green cloth binding, with dark
green and red stamping. Period previous owner’s inscription
and the signature of Jane Matyas, an Associate Food Editor at
Bon Appetit magazine, to the front flyleaf, with an old
bookseller’s card and description taped to the front
pastedown. The rear hinge is cracked, and the front hinge is
just starting; however the binding is quite sound. Some
darkening to the spine, with just a hint of wear to the corners
and tips; otherwise very good. $1500
This book was published to raise money for the restoration of the Spanish missions, and
before and after pictures of some of the missions are provided in the front of the book.
The foreword is by Charles Lummis, the editor of the Los Angeles Times and author of
many books of the American Southwest. He's been called "one of the great
proselytizers of Hispanic cookery. Lummis includes a chapter on "Spanish American
Dishes,” which is considered to be one of the first descriptions of Mexican cookery in an
American publication. Several works containing Mexican or Mexican inspired dishes
preceded this work, including Treasures Old & New (1898), and Mary Johnston's
pamphlet Spanish
Cooking (1895). But these
recipes cover more
ground, with over 40
dishes from Mexico and
Latin America
[Pinedo, Encarnacion's
Kitchen]. Bitting 295;
Brown 59; Cook 28; Glozer
150; Longone I:6;
Zamorano Select 60; not in
Cagle.
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CALIFORNIA COOK BOOK (Spanish Recipes). [Santa Ana, California: Gilbert P. Campbell,
Printer, n.d. (circa 1920). A traditional California Spanish Menu precedes an extensive
selection of recipes in this collection, which was produced by the San Juan Capistrano
Parent-Teacher Association and dedicated to the dyspeptic - yes, the dyspeptic. Includes
detailed instructions for preparing Spanish Beans, Frijoles, Green Corn Tamales, Tortillas,
Chili Con Carne, Chorisos Spanish Sausages, Chili Reinados (Stuffed Chilis), etc. Also
contains recipes for soups, meats and fish, bread, sandwiches, vegetables, salads, cakes,
cookies, desserts, pies, puddings, jams, pickles, and candies, each attributed to its PTA
contributor. Interspersed with advertisements for several San Juan Capistrano area
businesses. 92 p. Original pictorial paper wrappers (5 ¾” x 8 ¾”). Some minor edgewear
and toning to the wrappers, with a few faint stains to the front panel; otherwise very good.
Scarce (OCLC locates only three copies). $45

[Carrot Juice] VITAMIN A THE NATURAL WAY: Here’s Health Brand
Carrot Juice. San Jose, California: Barron-Gray Packing Co., [1939].
Barron-Gray was a prominent canner in the San Jose area known for its
popular fruit cocktail, which led to the company’s acquisition by Dole in
1948. This rather scarce pamphlet extols the health benefits of carrot
juice and the effectiveness of the Barron-Gray Process in extracting
high amounts of Carotene (Provitamin A). A small selection of recipes
are also provided, including one for the wrong-on-every-level Sunny
Eggnog. Printed on both sides of a 16” x 7” sheet, which has been
folded into fourths and features a vibrant depiction of the label art.
Light wear to the corners; else near fine. $60

[China] Ingram, Mrs. James H. and Mrs. Carl A. Felt. GUILD COOK BOOK: Sponsored by
the Women’s Guild of the Peking Union Church, Peking, China, 1939. Title page
photograph of the Peking Union Church. Peking, China: Union Press, 1939. First edition,
revising and expanding upon the second edition of Mrs. Cora E. Lewis’ Carbondale Cook
Book (1923). Published on the eve of World War II, this extensive selection of American
recipes, presented in both English and Mandarin, was intended for expatriate and native
homemakers living in Peking (Beijing), Kuling, and other parts of northern China. As the
authors note in their introduction, “All housekeepers find after living a few years in China
that there are many ways to substitute Chinese materials for the more expensive imported
foreign ones. For example; peanut oil, can be used in almost every case for lard; doughstrings for spaghetti or macaroni … The red-fruit of the north is a good substitute for
cranberries, currants, etc.” Signed by both authors on the title page. Octavo. Original green
cloth binding, with black titles on the front. Internally crisp and clean. Some general minor
edgewear, largely at the corners and tips; otherwise very good. Scarce (OCLC locates only
four copies). $250
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[Coca-Cola] Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Los Angeles SALESMAN’S HANDBOOK.
Los Angeles: Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Los Angeles, 1965. A tabbed salesman’s
handbook housed in a three-ring binder providing new employees with all the necessary
information about selling Coca-Cola. The notebook contains 10 sections, ranging from the
salesman’s responsibilities to the vehicle operation program. The final section (“general
information”) contains five pages of salesman’s workshop worksheets that were completed
in pencil by Dick Gallego. Also contains two die-cut product pieces that are secured in the
binder by one of the rings, including one die cut in the shape of a glass Coca-Cola bottle
another die cut in the shape of a wooden crate full of Coca-Cola bottles. Both walk through
the bottling process of the soft drink. The contents are a bit soiled. The branded red threering notebook is in very good condition, with an ink notation to the rear pastedown and a
bit of darkening along the spine. $100
[Catsup] NEW USES FOR CATSUP. Textual photographs. [Hayward, California]: California
Conserving Company, Inc., [1928]. A promotional piece for California Home Brand Catsup,
which observes “The flavor of catsup has ever been popular
as a condiment for roast beef, steak, pork, and other meats,
but its use has been neglected when serving fish and sea
food.” Includes 27 recipes, including detailed instructions for
preparing Oysters Kirkpatrick, Creole Soup, Deviled Sardines,
Stuffed Bell Peppers, and Spanish Spaghetti. Founded in San
Francisco in 1860, the California Conserving Company
claimed to be the largest pickle and tomato product
company “in a single unit” in the United States at the time
this booklet was produced. Although smaller than its rival,
Hunt Brothers, with whom it would merge in 1946, the
company operated year-round producing catsup, chili sauce,
tomato paste, and other tomato-based products, which were
sold to local markets and shipped to the East Coast. Original
pictorial paper wrappers. A fine copy. $100
[Coffee] BEHIND THE CUP: A Motion Picture in Cinecolor, Presented by Hills Bros. Coffee,
Inc. at the Hills Bros. Exposition Theatre, Palace of Foods and Beverages, 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition. San Francisco: Hills Bros. Coffee, Inc., 1939. An illustrated review of
the film, which examined every step in the production of Hills Bros. coffee. Also includes a
feature on the coffee-inspired murals artist James A. Holden created for the Exposition
Theatre, and directions for proper coffee-making. Founded in San Francisco in 1878, Hills
Bros. specialized in higher quality Colombian and Central American mild coffees and
through inventive and often relentless advertising, established itself as the first West Coast
purveyor to distribute more than half of its coffee outside of California. Printed on one side
of a 15” x 16” sheet, which has been folded into eighths. A fine example. $25
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[Cocktails] 300 DRINKS ..AND HOW TO MIX ‘EM:
Internationally Famous Drinks Collected from
Authoritative Sources [or] HERE’S HOW TO MIX ‘EM.
Cincinnati: Kaeser & Blair Inc., 1933. First edition. Early
cocktail guide published the same year that Prohibition
was repealed with the ratification of the 21st Amendment.
Includes directions on the proper methods of mixing over
300 drinks, including the Absinthe Cocktail, Gin Fizz,
Jersey Sour, Manhattan, Martinez, Mint Julip, Sidecar, Tom
Collins, etc. Original stiff black paper wrappers. Minor bit
of edgewear and fading; otherwise very good. Scarce
(OCLC locates only one copy). $350

[Cocktails] Tirado, Eddie. COCKTAILS AND MIXED DRINKS. Illustrated with color
photographs by Reg Morrison. Sydney: Paul Hamlyn, 1972. First edition. A selection of more
than 200 drink recipes, including directions for preparing many Australian prize-winning
cocktails. Signed by Tirado on the title page, with his business card from the Chevron Hotel
in Sydney stapled to the same leaf. Octavo. Original blue cloth binding, with black titles.
Light edgewear to the dust jacket; otherwise very good. $45

[Cocktails] ALL-IN-VUE: 84 drinks for you. A Recipe Book with a
Great Deal of Other Valuable Information. New York: N.p., n.d.
(circa 1935). Pocket-size promotional piece presumably distributed
by Fred Muench Wine & Liquors of Brooklyn, New York, whose
advertisement appears on the rear panel. Includes more than 100
recipes, including instructions for mixing the Sazerac, Old
Fashioned, Manhattan, Alexander, Cuba Libre, Pink Lady, Tom and
Jerry, etc. Also contains descriptions of the various spirits, facts
about wines, appetizer and sandwich recipes, a drink menu, and
helpful hints. Original pictorial paper wrappers (3 ½” x 6 ¾”).
Some general toning to the front panel, with a bit of faint staining
along the bottom edge. $75
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[Eggs] WHAT A WARM ROOM DOES TO YOUR EGGS. Chicago: Swift & Company, n.d.
(circa 1935). Spoiler Alert: “Actual photographs prove that eggs deteriorate rapidly at room
temperatures.” After that declaration, Swift & Company crank up the heat on the least
appetizing food-related advertising concept imaginable by providing a series of
photographs showing fresh eggs, boiled eggs, cross section boiled eggs (was that really
necessary?), poached eggs, and fried eggs fresh and then after two, four, and six days in a
warm room set at eighty degrees, and finally after a week under refrigeration. Swift &
Company traces its origins back to 1855 when Gustavus Franklin Swift established himself as
a slaughterer and distributor of beef in Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Early 20th century reforms
in the meatpacking industry led the company to diversify, and among its many offerings
were its Brookfield Eggs, which were guaranteed to “always reach you in prime condition.”
Printed on both sides of a 12” x 17 ⅜” sheet, which has been folded into quarters. Small bit
of edgewear, with some light smudging to the front panel; otherwise very good. $50

[Hollywood] RUN YOUR OWN HOLLYWOOD STARS
DOUGHNUT PARTY: Screenland’s Newest Party Idea! Los
Angeles: Davis’ Perfection Bakeries, 1938. This folding 12panel, black-and-white brochure (3” x 5”) includes party games
and recipes, including Olivia De Havilland’s Peach Doughnut
Short Cake recipe. The suggested games include Johnnie
“Scat” Davis’ dunking contest game, which involves “ten
young women” lined up in front of doughnuts and cups of
milk; the winner is the first to dunk up all her milk. Men then do
the same and then the two finalists go on to a complex
competition involving caramel candy, meringue, and, of
course, doughnuts. This innovative company also hosted the
Optimistic Doughnut Hour, a radio program that aired in Los
Angeles. Light toning, with a faint stain to one panel;
otherwise very good. $50

GRUNOW REFRIGERATION RECIPE BOOK. [Chicago]: N.p., n.d. (circa 1930). A 29-page
recipe booklet published by Grunow Refrigerators to promote its line of electric
refrigerators. Dorothy Ayers Loudon, one of the outstanding “home economists” of the
period, edited the work, testing all the recipes in her own model kitchen. Refrigerators for
home use were first invented in 1918 and by 1923, Frigidaire introduced the first selfcontained unit to the American market. Grunow promoted itself as the “super-safe electric
refrigerator.” What’s not so cool is the appliance used Carrene (methylene chloride, methyl
formate, chloromethane, or dichloromethane) and as a result, these units disappeared from
the market because of the toxic qualities of the chemicals. Original paper wrappers (8 ½” x
11”). Some general edgewear, including a few minor creases to the front panel. $30
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HOME MADE SALAD DRESSINGS [and] SNOWDRIFT. New
York: Southern Cotton Oil Trading Co., n.d. (circa 1920). Two
folding die-cut recipe booklets, one in the shape of a matronly
woman holding a salad bowl and the other of a zaftig African
American woman scooping from a can of Snowdrift. The
brochures were produced by the Southern Cotton Oil Trading
Co., which held the trademark for Wesson Oil. The salad
dressing brochure advocates the salad as a healthy part of
everyday eating: “Dinner salads
which accompany or follow a
meat course should be of fresh
vegetables or fruit with a light
dressing. Luncheon or supper
salads are the main dish of the
meal and may be made as
substantial as you please.” The
second is promotional piece for
Snowdrift, an all-vegetable
shortening made from cotton
seeds. This folding pamphlet contains recipes for everything
from a quick pastry to a cream and white sauce to pour over
macaroni or vegetables. Both are near fine. $100

[Hungarian] Ladies Guild of St. George Byzantine Catholic
Church. AMERICAN-HUNGARIAN COOKING. Youngstown, Ohio: St. George Byzantine
Catholic Church, [1964]. First edition. An eclectic selection of recipes assembled in
commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the founding of St. George’s, a Hungarian Greek
Catholic parish in northeast Ohio, a region which received significant numbers of Hungarian
immigrants at the turn of the last century. Divided into sections, attributed to their
contributor, and indexed: hors d’oeuvres, pickles & relish; salads, vegetables & soups; meat,
fish & poultry; bread, rolls & cookies; cakes and pastry; desserts; candy, jelly & preserves;
and miscellaneous. Contains recipes for many of the staples of Hungarian cuisine, including
gulyas (goulash), chicken paprikos with dumplings, stuffed cabbage, etc. 80 p. Original
paper wrappers, which feature a photograph of St. George’s on the front. A few neat
holographic corrections; otherwise very good. $40
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[Ice Cream] Fosselman, Bob, Jim, and Bill. THE ORIGINAL FOSSELMAN’S ICE CREAM
RECIPE BOOK. Artwork by Kathleen Fosselman Staunton. Alhambra, California: Fosselman
Ice Cream Co., 1983. First edition. A Southern California institution, Fosselman’s was
actually started on the shores of Cedar River in Waverly, Iowa by Christian Fosselman who
moved his business to Pasadena shortly after its founding in 1919. He initially operated a
wholesale creamery, before opening retail shops in South Pasadena, Highland Park,
Alhambra, and Glendale. Only the Alhambra parlor still exists where a third generation of
Fosselman’s make and scoop the beloved frozen dessert. This much-sought-after book
contains recipes for butter pecan, mint chocolate chip, cherry vanilla, rum raisin, fresh
strawberry, and other Fosselman’s favorites, as well as instructions for making sherberts and
sorbets and tips for preparing fruit, candies, and nuts. 124 p. Original pictorial paper
wrappers, with a cream plastic comb binding. Just a hint of edgewear; else a crisp and clean
copy. OCLC locates no copies. $75

[Maple Syrup] UNCLE JOHN’S SYRUP: The Real
Flavor from the Maple Grove. A die-cut advertising
standee (circa 1920) for the Boston, Massachusetts
maple syrup producer. This point-of-sale advertising
piece shows a man, who looks very much like Uncle
Sam, standing behind a counter. The standee (16 ½”
x 12”) folds to create a small shelf that would have
held paper cups containing maple syrup samples. The
front has a round seal that is the trademark for The
Quality House Best. No cups are offered with this
example. The man depicted in the advertisement is
J.B. Shurtleff, the owner of Uncle John’s Syrup. A reclusive pioneer in the maple trade, he
either collected the sap himself or supervised the work of his employees. The Boston-based
company stayed in business until the 1920s, producing honey and mustard as well. Some
toning and minor wear, with a few tape repairs on the verso; otherwise very good. $150

[Louisiana] FORTY WAYS TO SERVE LOUISIANA GOLDEN YAMS: Bake Me - boil me - fry
me, You can’t resist me - try me. Illustrated in both color and black-and-white. Opelousas,
Louisiana: Louisiana Sweet Potato Commission, n.d. (circa 1955). This 28-page brochure
contains numerous recipes and a history of Louisiana golden yams, which a generation
earlier were not a significant export in the state. However, as the introduction states, “Over
77 percent of all railroad carlot shipments of sweet potatoes are from Louisiana. And, when
millions of women buy ‘yams’ they expect them to be Louisiana yams - because to them
Louisiana is America’s Yam Capital.” Original stapled pictorial paper wrappers. Near fine.
$25
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MALTED NUTS A DELICIOUS NUT CREAM. Textual illustrations, most color. Battle Creek,
Michigan: The Battle Creek Food Co., n.d. (circa 1924). This brochure pitches the nut-based
product as ideal for growing children, nursing, and expectant mothers and an ideal food for
babies: “Use Malted Nut wherever milk is called for.” The Battle Creek Food Company was
a subsidiary of the Battle Creek Sanitarium, which operated from 1866 to 1933 as a health
resort run by Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, who invented the breakfast cereal known as corn
flakes with his brother Will. Initially founded on principles advocated by the Seventh-day
Adventist Church, the sanitarium explored various treatments for patients, including diet
reform and frequent enemas. Dr. Kellogg encouraged a low-fat, low-protein diet with an
emphasis on whole grains, fiber-rich foods, and most importantly, nuts. Malted nuts were
among the health foods regularly found on the Sanitarium bill of fare, having originally been
devised solely for this use. Original pictorial paper wrappers (3 ⅜” x 6 ⅛”). Near fine. $40

[Marshmallows] MADE WITH MARSHMALLOWS. Textual
illustrations. Chicago: The Angelus Campfire Company, 1936.
Eight-panel folding brochure with favorite marshmallow recipes
from the kitchen of Campfire Marshmallows, including quick tricks
like topping a cup of cocoa or garnishing fruit cup desserts with
marshmallow daisies, made by snipping corners and arranging the
pieces in a flower formation around a gum drop center. Not among
the recipes are s’mores, which first appeared in a Girl Scout
handbook in 1927. A decade after this brochure was printed, Alex
Doumak, whose father founded Campfire Marshmallows, patented
the marshmallow extrusion process, revolutionizing marshmallow
production by making it fast and efficient. A very good copy. $40

[Marshmallows] THE NEW “YUMMY BOOK” RECIPES MADE WITH FLUFF. Textual
illustrations. Lynn, Massachusetts: Durkee-Mower, Inc., n.d. (circa 1947). A 20-page brochure
filled with recipes for desserts made with fluff. The original light, creamy marshmallow-like
confection was created by Durkee Mower, Inc. in 1917. One cup of fluff is approximately
equivalent to 16 marshmallows. Its other advantages: “Fluff removes easily from the jar,
spreads smoothly, has a mild, vanilla flavor, and will not get dry or harden.” Occasional light
wear; otherwise very good. $30
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[Menu] An original menu for EL GORDO restaurant in San Gabriel, California (circa 1950).
Located at 948 E. Las Tunas Drive, El Gordo was famous for its “Beeg Theek Steaks” which
were served with onion soup and a chef’s salad. The menu features other examples of midcentury Mexican fare, including Enchilada Ranchera (Green Chili Sauce), Enchilada Colorada
(Red Chili Sauce), Tostada Compuesta, and Chili Con Carne, as well as an all you can eat
buffet for $1.75 per person. Printed in red and green on both sides of a 8 ¾” x 11 ⅜” sheet
of cardstock, with a rendering on the front of a portly Latino with a sobrero in one hand and
the other holding up his pants. Some minor edgewear, with three small ink marks to the
front panel and two scuffs to the top edge of the rear; otherwise very good. $50

[Menu] GLACIER NATIONAL PARK GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY menu from 1924 die
cut in the shape of a fish and noting the season of Lent. A fish dinner with clam chowder,
potatoes, bread and butter, and coffee, tea or milk is just 75 cents. The Great Northern
Route is still known as the “Empire Builder” for the many towns and ranches established
along the tracks between St. Paul, Minnesota and Seattle, Washington. The railway also
helped promote legislation that established Glacier National Park in 1910. There is a small
crease in the fish’s mouth; otherwise very good. $125

[Menu] FLORENTINE GARDENS. Hollywood, California: Florentine Gardens, n.d. (circa
1940). The dinner menu (9 ½ ” x 12”) for Florentine Gardens, which opened in Hollywood as
a dinner theater in 1938. The cover features an illustration inspired by the NTG Revue, a
showgirl revue produced by Nils T. Grunland (1890-1957), the American show producer,
entertainment industry entrepreneur and radio industry pioneer. Nils’ chorus line revue was
panned by Variety, but held great appeal to California-based servicemen during World War
II and boosted him into the ranks of the nation's top grossing entertainment acts. The
Florentine Gardens affordable dinner menu offered customers a dinner and show for
approximately $1.50 or one could just enjoy the entertainment for $1.25 admission. Two
light horizontal creases to the menu, with a bit of minor staining and soiling to the rear
panel. $50
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[Menu] THE LITTLE BROWN JUG in the Brown Hotel in Julesburg, Colorado was a favorite
with locals and travelers. This eight-page die-cut menu (circa 1960) is in the shape of a
brown jug and is intended as a mailer, with space for a stamp and address on the rear panel.
The Little Brown Jug lounge was incorporated into the Brown Hotel in 1948. Food service
started in 1954. The hotel was sold in 1970 and shortly thereafter destroyed in a fire. There
is a small pinhole through the pamphlet along the left edge; otherwise very good. $40

[Menu] NEW HAVEN RAILROAD CHILDREN’S MENU was produced in the shape of circus
animals and this example is die cut in the form of a hippopotamus. Elephant and giraffe
examples are also known. Produced in 1940 by Ackermann Printing in Boston,
Massachusetts, the menu offers six options for children, who are asked to order by the
picture. Order the giraffe and you receive scrambled eggs, milk, cocoa, Horlick’s malted
milk (offered in every menu option), and vanilla ice cream. Some light scuffing and a crease
in the hippopotamuses’ lower jaw; otherwise a clean example of this scarce railroad menu.
$250

[Menu] OREGON OYSTER COMPANY’S DAN & LOUIS OYSTER BAR menu die cut in the
shape of a clam (circa 1950) for this famous oyster bar – yes, the shape of a clam. The menu
notes that the restaurant was recommended by Duncan Hines in his book “Adventures in
Good Eating” (1936–61). On the rear panel of the menu, the restaurant’s founder, Louis
Wachsmuth, debunks the myth that oysters are scarce during summer. Still in operation
today, Dan & Louis continues as a family-owned operation. A very good example. $50
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[Menu] PIG’N WHISTLE. Los Angeles: Pig’n
Whistle, n.d. (circa 1940). A children's menu
die cut in the shape of a pig’s head from
The Pig N Whistle restaurant, which opened
in 1927 on Hollywood Boulevard in Los
Angeles across the street from Grauman’s
Egyptian Theatre. The menu, which doubles
as a child’s mask, appears to be from the
early 1940s. Accompanied by a December
27, 1942 holiday menu for the restaurant.
The holiday menu has been folded in half.
Both menus have some light soiling, with a
few tiny nicks and some minor creasing to
the ears of the pig mask; overall very good.
$100

[Menu] THE STIRRUP ROOM at the Multnomah Hotel in Portland, Oregon was known as
one of the swankier cocktail lounges in the 1950s with western décor, a chuck wagon menu,
and generous pours. This menu (circa 1955) measure 8 ½” x 3 ½” and is die cut in the shape
of a rodeo clown. It lists among the specialty drinks the Hangman’s Noose: a “gallows of
light and Jamaica rums, curacao, grenadine and lime juice – two of these and the trap is
sprung.” The lounge was twice named by Holiday magazine as one of the 75 outstanding
restaurants in the United States. The hotel opened in 1912 in downtown Portland and closed
in 1963. Small stain on the interior; otherwise very good. $50

Olney, Richard. THE FRENCH MENU COOKBOOK: A Revised and Updated Edition of a
Culinary Classic. With illustrations by Judith Eldridge. Boston: David R. Godine, 1985. First
edition thus. Originally published in 1970, this landmark cookbook is widely regarded as one
of the most important culinary works of the twentieth century. Presenting a thenrevolutionary approach to seasonal menus and wine pairings, it has served as a foundational
resource and beacon to cooks worldwide, including visionaries like Alice Waters. Signed by
Olney on the title page. Original rust cloth binding, with gilt titles. Internally crisp and clean.
Light fading and wear along the extremities of the dust jacket; else near fine. $75
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OLYMPIC BREAD IN THE MENU: Thirty Six Recipes by Jane Sterling. Sketches by Edward
Bowlds. Los Angeles: Helms Bakeries, n.d. (circa 1936). Uncommon recipe booklet featuring
imagery inspired by Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the
Looking-Glass. Founded by Paul H. Helms in 1931, Helms was a leading industrial baker in
Southern California until its closure in 1969. Original printed paper wrappers. Some mild
toning and edgewear; otherwise very good. $25

[Rhubarb] 28 DELICIOUS WAYS TO SERVE SUMNER HOTHOUSE RHUBARB [and] HERE
AGAIN! MOUNTAIN SHELTERED SUMNER HOTHOUSE RHUBARB. Textual illustrations.
Sumner, Washington: Sumner Rhubarb Growers Association, n.d. (circa 1937). Two folding
panel brochures extolling the virtues of and providing recipes for rhubarb, which originated
in Eastern Europe. Rhubarb came to Sumner in 1893 after Adam Knoblauch shipped the first
field rhubarb to Seattle in gunny sacks. His son, Henry
Knoblauch, was the first grower of commercial hothouse rhubarb in the Sumner area. As the story goes,
he was going down the road one day and saw smoke
coming from a root shack of an old German farmer
named Bill Dodson. He wondered if Dodson was
smoking salmon but found he was forcing rhubarb.
Henry went home and repeated the process. By 1914,
he was selling them commercially and shortly
thereafter his brother Albert Knoblauch delivered this
first hot-house rhubarb to Tacoma and Seattle in a
Model T Ford. From there, an industry boomed.
Sumner, which remains one of the leading producers of
rhubarb worldwide, is known today as the rhubarb pie
capital of the world. The Sumner Rhubarb Growers
Association formed in 1926. In 1937, Henry Knoblauch
went on a sales trip that took him all over the country,
including the Kansas State Fair, where he passed out
pamphlets promoting Sumner rhubarb. $50

Rosen, Ruth Chier. WICK AND LICK: A Gazette of Chafing Dish Specialties. Textual
photographs and illustrations. New York: Richards Rosen Associates, Inc., 1954. First edition.
Today the chafing dish is primarily used to keep buffet-style food warm; however, this guide
provides recipes for cooking with the device. Original spiral-bound wrappers (4” x 5”), with
tabs for the various types of recipes, including brunch and appetizers, meat, fish, poultry,
and cheese, eggs, and desserts. A fine copy, housed in the publisher’s two part box with just
a hint of edgewear. $25
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[Spices] Gaige, Crosby (Editor). SEASON TO TASTE: Dishes of Glamour and How to
Prepare Them with Accent on Spice. Textual photographs, with a map. New York: The
American Spice Trade Association, 1939. First edition. “Food without seasoning is like talk
without reasoning.” Provides a detailed description, the source, and information on food
and other uses for 44 spices, along with an array of recipes and a table of spice imports into
the United States. Crosby Gaige (1882-1949) was a New York theatrical producer and
renowned epicure who is perhaps best known for his classic Cocktail Guide and Ladies’
Companion (1941). Original pictorial paper wrappers, with just a hint of edgewear. Near
fine. $25

[Vodka] HOW TO GIVE A VODKA PARTY, with
Smirnoff the Party Spirit. Hartford, Connecticut: Ste.
Pierre Smirnoff Fls., 1959. Mad Men-era advertising
piece for the ubiquitous Russian vodka brand. The
booklet opens with an explanation (“Socialites and
movie star began it. And now Vodka Parties are being
given by clever people … everywhere.”) and tips on
throwing a vodka party, and provides recipes for a
variety of vodka cocktails, hors d'oeuvres, and flaming
dishes, as well as instructions for the the Smirnoff
“Oddball” Contest, a mixology game designed to
inspire creativity - “it leaves you breathless.” This small
stapled booklet (3 ½” x 6”) is colorfully illustrated
throughout. Just a hint of edgewear; else fine. $25

[Vanilla] Harland, Marion, Grace Viall Gray, et al. DELICIOUS DESSERTS AND
CANDIES. Chicago: Price Flavoring Extract Co., 1928. Fourth edition. Uncommon
promotional piece for Dr. Price’s Vanilla: “The Original True Tropic Flavor”. Dr. Price’s
enlisted the help of ten leading cooking authorities who contributed recipes for this 28-page
pamphlet and attested to the “purity and healthfulness” of the product. “It is impossible to
conceive of them lending their names to any food product that will not stand the most
exacting tests,” the introduction notes. A printed slip with two additional Dr. Price’s recipes
is laid in. Original colorfully illustrated paper wrappers, with two holes punched along the
inner margin. A crisp and clean example. $30
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WHITE HOUSE CEREALS - RECIPE BOOK.
Houston, Texas: Standard Rice Company, Inc.,
n.d. (circa 1935). A promotional booklet die
cut in the shape of a White House Cereals
box. Includes detailed descriptions of the
various White House products (White Rice,
Natural Brown Rice, Rice Flakes, Ricena, Rice
Flour, and Corn Flakes), and a selection of
recipes for soups, fish, fowl, dressings, meats,
gravies, cheese dishes, salads, waffles,
muffins, desserts, etc. that incorporate White
House Cereals. Established in 1902, Standard
Rice Company, Inc. operated mills at Houston,
Texas; Memphis, Tennessee; Stuttgart,
Arkansas; and Crowley, Louisiana. Original
pictorial paper wrappers. A particularly bright
and fresh example of this scarce advertising
piece. $100

[World War II] WARTIME RECIPES THAT TASTE GOOD.
Textual illustrations. Fresno, California: Sun-Maid Raisin
Growers, n.d. (circa 1944). “Wartime meals, especially, need
taste picker-uppers to avoid monotony.” Includes recipes for all
three meals, as well as ideas for the lunch box. This was the
second of three booklets produced by Sun-Maid in response to
food rationing on the American homefront. Original pictorial
paper wrappers. Some occasional light soiling and toning, with
just a hint of edgewear; otherwise very good. $40
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